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Due to the advent of modern hardware architectures of high-performance comput-

ers, the way the parallel applications are laid out is of paramount importance for

performance. This chapter surveys several techniques and algorithms that efficiently

address this issue: the mapping of the application’s virtual topology (for instance its

communication pattern) onto the physical topology. Using such strategy enables to

improve the application overall execution time significantly. The chapter concludes

by listing a series of open issues and problems.

5.1 Introduction

High Performance Computing (HPC) applications are increasingly demanding in

terms of computing power. Currently, this computing power can be delivered by
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parallel computers only. At the same time, the trend in processors and parallel archi-

tecture design is to increase the number of computing cores. Therefore, exploiting

efficiently such a complex hardware, that is, bridging the performance gap between

the target machine level and the application level is a challenging issue. Moreover,

current and future generations of applications will have to tackle this challenge in

order to scale because of the expected increase concurrency in the applications and

the input data size. As a consequence, the way the application data are organized,

accessed and moved is of paramount importance and should be improved and opti-

mized. This Locality issue exists at several levels: besides the application data layout,

locality issues also stem from the use of multicore nodes (which feature a hierarchi-

cal memory organization), network and storage units. Since the time to transfer data

between processing entities (e.g., processes or threads) of the application depends on

both, the affinity of these entities and their respective locations, a thorough analysis

of the application behavior (data-wise) and of the platform on which it is executed

is necessary. Given both pieces of information, clever algorithms and techniques

can dramatically improve the application communication time by carefully mapping

the application processing entities on the various processing units (e.g., CPUs or

cores) of the architecture. The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of this

topology mapping issue and to present the various techniques and solutions exist-

ing in the literature. This chapter is divided into the following six parts: first we

present an overview of the problem in Sect. 5.2. Then, in Sect. 5.3, we show a pos-

sible formalization of the problem. Section 5.4 presents existing algorithms that can

yield solutions to the topology mapping problem while Sect. 5.5 exposes the various

techniques that applications can leverage to enforce the mapping computed by the

algorithm. Section 5.6 describes existing software implementing the algorithms and

the techniques seen in the previous sections. Last, in Sect. 5.7, we present a set of

open problems and research issues that need to be addressed in order to pave the road

to Exascale.

5.2 General Overview

High-Performance Computing (HPC) is more than ever a cornerstone of the develop-

ment and competitiveness of modern and knowledge-based societies and economies.

In both fields of science and technology, it is necessary to solve problems requiring

tremendous amounts of computing power, memory and storage. From an indus-

trial perspective, parallel computers are mandatory to reduce the time-to-market of

a large array of products (e.g., cars, drugs, planes, etc.) whilst from a research per-

spective, simulations require to refine models in order to solve larger problems at

longer and finer time-scales. Therefore, many scientific domains have already been

identified as in need for large amounts of computational power, as for instance by the

PRACE research infrastructure[1], which has selected the five domains: (1) Weather,

Climatology and solid Earth Sciences; (2) Astrophysics, High-Energy Physics and

Plasma Physics; (3) Materials Science, Chemistry and Nanoscience; (4) Life Sci-

ences, Medicine and (5) Engineering Sciences and Industrial Applications. Paral-
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lel architectures are the only ones able to deliver the much sought-after computing

power.

5.2.1 A Key to Scalability: Data Locality

However, to harness the resources of a parallel computer is by no means a trivial

undertaking since multiple challenges need to be addressed, one of the hardest being

to jump on the multicore/manycore bandwagon: the size of the machines in terms of

number of cores per node is increasing. Exascale computers are expected to feature

between hundreds of thousands to millions of nodes, each them integrating between

a hundred to ten thousands of cores. Dealing with such large scales is very chal-

lenging. Current generations of machines are already hierarchical, both in terms of

network interconnection and memory architecture (cache level, non-uniform access,

coherency, etc.) and future generations of machines will feature even deeper hierar-

chies. As a consequence, the challenge deals with scalability and can be expressed in

several ways: how to use the maximum of the available resources (e.g., CPUs, cores,

memory, network, etc.) at their full potential? How to do so with an energy con-

sumption that remains (economically and environmentally) acceptable? One global

and practical answer to these questions is to improve the Data Locality of parallel

applications, that is, the way the data are placed, accessed and moved by the multiple

hardware processing units of the underlying target architecture.

This is coherent with the behavior of a parallel application that dispatches its

workload among software processing entities (e.g., tasks, processes, threads) run-

ning in parallel on the hardware processing units of the target architecture. These

processing entities access and exchange data during the application’s execution but

not necessarily in a regular fashion. As a consequence, these data accesses and

exchanges can be optimized to fully exploit the hardware. For instance, entities ex-

changing or sharing lots of data could be placed on hardware processing units physi-

cally close one to the other. By doing so, the communication costs are reduced, thus

decreasing the application’s overall execution time and as a consequence its energy

consumption, as emphasized by the IESP roadmap [2]: “Since much of the power in

an Exascale system will be expended moving data, both locally between processors

and memory as well as globally, the X-stack must provide mechanisms and APIs for

expressing and managing data locality. These will also help minimize the latency of

data accesses.”

5.2.2 Data Locality Management in Parallel Programming Models

One other possible answer to the scalability issue would be to use a new parallel

programming paradigm. However, currently, no existing paradigm seems viable,

as parallel application developers still rely on proven and wide-spread tools created

years ago. This fact is a consequence of a software inertia as well as the huge number

of existing legacy applications.

Nevertheless, data locality has to be taken into account to improve scalability of

present and future parallel applications, regardless of the chosen paradigm. Hence,
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current existing paradigms can be improved/enhanced to better express this locality

management. They indeed offer a simplified view of the architecture: the Mes-

sage Passing Interface (MPI) relies on a distributed memory model with a flat net-

work whilst OpenMP uses a global address space and Partitioned Global Address

Space (PGAS) languages use similarly to MPI a flat, partitioned address space. As a

consequence, the gap between the underlying hardware and the simple view exposed

by the programming model widens. To bridge this gap, paradigm implementations

should first be optimized to better reflect the locality management and second, these

paradigms’ definition and utilization (locality-wise) should be more specific.

More precisely, the necessary interactions between the applications (relying on

paradigm implementations) and the underlying hardware should be explicitly defined

and expressed in a synthetic fashion. Improving an application’s data locality may

carry different results, depending on the context and on the programming paradigm

used. For instance, in the realm of message passing-based applications, it may lead

to a decrease of the overall communication costs whilst for applications based on

multithreading, the expected results shall be a better sharing of the data between the

application threads. This implies to better use the underlying hardware: the network,

the memory hierarchy and of course the processing units available.

5.2.3 Virtual Topology: Definition and Characteristics

A simple, yet efficient way to improve data locality is to dedicate physical processing

units to their specific software processing entities. This means that a matching be-

tween the application virtual topology and the target hardware architecture has to be

determined. In this chapter, the expression of virtual topology designates a mean to

express the existing dependencies between software processing entities. For instance,

in programming paradigms with explicit communications (e.g., as in message pass-

ing), these dependencies are expressed as messages exchanged between processes

whilst for implicit communications paradigms (e.g., OpenMP) these dependencies

are expressed as accesses to common memory locations by the application threads.

This virtual topology representation is also tailored for task-based programming en-

vironments as the various tasks depend one from the others: indeed, a task can only

be scheduled once a set of “previous” tasks is completely executed. Virtual topolo-

gies are also often referred to as application communication patterns.

Such communication pattern can be either static or dynamic. Static means that the

number of processing entities remains constant during the course of the application

and that the dependencies between these entities do not change between consecutive

application steps. The pattern can be qualified as dynamic when one of the two

above conditions (possibly both) is not fulfilled. For instance, an OpenMP-based

application features a dynamic pattern since new threads are created/destroyed when

entering/exiting each new parallel section. This communication pattern (or virtual

topology) can be considered as a key characteristic of the application [3].
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5.2.4 Understanding the Hardware

If, on one hand, understanding the behavior of the application is necessary, on the

other hand, the maximum of details regarding the target hardware have to be gath-

ered. Achieving this in a convenient and portable fashion is of paramount importance

in order to address the largest spectrum possible of parallel architectures. This issue

is increasingly complex due to the advent of multicore/manycore CPUs. Indeed,

parallel computers used to follow the cluster paradigm that possessed an architec-

tural complexity only at the network level. But multicore CPUs pushed the envelope

further because of their intricate and hierarchical memory organization, inducing

NUMA effects. Performance of data accesses and movements between processing

units is now heterogeneous. As a consequence, both the physical network topology

and the multicore node internal structure have to be considered in order to efficiently

determine the matching between the virtual and the physical topologies.

As a matter of fact, this matching between the virtual and the physical topologies

is achievable in both ways: the virtual topology can be mapped onto the physical

one, but the physical topology can also be mapped onto the virtual one. The first case

corresponds to a resource allocation problem where the software processing entities

have to be mapped onto their hardware processing counterparts. This problem is

usually referred to as a process mapping issue. In the second case, the hardware

can be tailored to fit application structure (virtual topology). This is feasible with

software-reconfigurable networks, for instance.

Hence, the key is to make use of an algorithm/heuristic that yields a satisfactory

solution to our topology mapping problem. In the following section we outline the

main algorithms used to compute such mapping as well as environments that appli-

cation developers can use to apply this mapping.

5.3 Formalization of the Problem

Abstractly seen, the topology mapping problem can be phrased as a minimization

problem of various metrics. We will now discuss the static topology mapping prob-

lem and later generalize to a dynamic version that is relevant for task-based environ-

ments.

The network is typically modeled by a weighted graph H = (VH ,ωH ,RH)
where the set of vertices, VH ∈ N, represents the execution units and the weighted

edges ωH(u, v) ∈ R with u, v ∈ VH represent the weight of the edge between the

two vertices u and v. Non-existing edges can be modeled by the weight zero. The

function RH(u, v) represents the routing as a probability distribution on the set of

simple paths P (u, v) between vertices u and v. Various previous works choose to

model the network as a specialized subset of this abstract specification (for example,

the routing function RH is most commonly ignored and the weights ωH(u, v) are

often replaced by binary values to indicate the existence of an unweighted edge).

The static application graph is often modeled as a weighted graph A = (VA,ωA),
where VA represents the set of communicating processes and ωA(u, v) some metric
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for the communication between two processes u, v ∈ VA. There is no general agree-

ment on how application communication is modeled. Some works propose the total

message volume of a certain phase of communication, others propose message size,

or the number of messages as a model for application communication. Again, almost

all previous models fit our general specification.

The topology mapping now considers mappings σ : VA → VH , i.e., σ assigns

each vertex s ∈ VA in the application graph a target vertex t ∈ VH in the architec-

ture (host) graph. Some works assume σ to be injective or surjective, however, in

the general case, it has to be neither (it may map multiple vertices in VA to the same

target vertex in VH and it may also leave target vertices in VH unassigned).

Each concrete mapping σ has an associated cost metric, which is typically the

target of the optimization (often minimization) problem. As for the communication

metrics, there is no general agreement. We distinguish two fundamentally differ-

ent metrics: dilation and congestion. Informally, dilation is defined as either the

maximum or the sum of the pairwise distances of neighbors in A mapped to H .

For example, let dH(x, y) be the shortest distance between vertices x, y ∈ VH , the

weighted sum of the dilation is defined as

∑

u,v∈VA

dH(σ(u),σ(v)) × ω(u, v).

We note that the routing function RH can increase the dilation if routes are not

along shortest paths. Thus, an algorithm that includes the routing function may find

more practical process mappings. The sum (or average) dilation allows a compar-

ison of the number of times packets are transmitted over network interfaces, Thus,

this metric often correlates strongly with the dynamic energy consumption of the

network.

A second fundamental metric is the congestion, which counts how many commu-

nication pairs use a certain link. Here, it is necessary to define a routing of messages.

However, if RH(u, v) is not specified or known, one can always use shortest path

routing between u and v (i.e., all edges on a single shortest path between u and v

have routing probability 1 while all other edges have probability 0). Let pe(u, v) be

the probability that any of the routes from u to v crosses an edge e ∈ VH . Then, we

can define the congestion of this edge e as:

Ce =
∑

u,v∈VA

pe(u, v).

Again, we can define various reduction functions to generate an overall measure

of congestion across all network links. Most common is a measure for the maximum

congestion

Cmax = max
e

Ce,

which often correlates strongly with the execution time of bulk-synchronous paral-

lel (BSP) applications.

Optimization algorithms would now strive to minimize any of those metrics in our

presented model or a subset thereof. For example, if one was to find a mapping that
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optimizes dynamic energy consumption, one would strive to minimize dilation while

one would minimize the maximum congestion in order to optimize the completion

time of a BSP application.

A simple generalization can be made for tasking systems. Here, the graph A is

the data-dependency graph of all active tasks in the system. Static optimizations can

be performed as before (we ignore the orthogonal load balancing problem in this

regard). If a new task is to be spawned, one could either solve the whole mapping

problem from the start with an updated A′ or one could place the task heuristically

“close” to its neighbors.

5.4 Algorithmic Strategies for Topology Mapping

It can be shown that most specific problems of mapping arbitrary A to arbitrary

H with regards to any of the metrics are NP-hard. In fact, many of the generic

optimization problems can be phrased as a quadratic assignment problem, which

belongs, even for highly structured inputs, to the class of strongly NP-hard problems.

This means that the problem cannot be approximated well. Using today’s solvers,

quadratic assignment problems may be solved for very small input instances, but are

generally unpractical for data centers or large-scale computing networks.

On the other hand, certain idealized mapping cases can be solved in polynomial

time. For example, embedding a k × l cube (2D Torus) into another k × l cube is

simple, or embedding a line of length l into the same cube is simple as well. Numer-

ous works have studied such special and idealized mappings in the past. However,

such ideal structures are rarely found in reality. Thus, and due to space reasons, we

limit our report to the mapping of arbitrary A to arbitrary H (with some relevant

exceptions, such as k-ary n-cubes).

Various heuristics have been developed in the past. This section provides a quick

overview of the methods. References to specific works using those methods are

provided later. New schemes are invented continuously making this list a quickly

moving target. Such schemes may or may not fit into this classification, however, we

believe that those classes cover most of the existing works in the field of topology

mapping. Each of those schemes performs well for a certain class of graphs. An

exact classification and identification of such graph classes is subject of ongoing

research.

5.4.1 Greedy Algorithm Variants

The probably simplest schemes for mapping are derived from well-known greedy

strategies. For example, in a local greedy scheme, one selects two starting vertices

u ∈ VH and v ∈ VA, and adds other vertices to the mappings walking along the

neighborhood of both vertices. A global greedy scheme would greedily select the

next vertex based on some global property, i.e., the weight of all out-edges. One can

also mix local and global schemes on the two graphs A and H .
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5.4.2 Graph Partitioning

A second general scheme that is often used for topology mapping is graph partition-

ing. For example k-way partitioning or it’s special case bipartitioning (i.e., when k

equals 2) can be used to recursively cut both graphs (A and H) into smaller pieces,

which are then mapped while unfolding the recursion. A well-known heuristic for

bipartitioning is Kernighan-Lin [4].

5.4.3 Schemes Based on Graph Similarity

Another class of schemes, first explored in [5], is based on graph similarity. Here,

the adjacency lists of the two graphs are permuted into some canonical form (e.g.,

minimizing the bandwidth of the adjacency matrix using well known heuristics) such

that the two graphs can be mapped based on this similarity.

5.4.4 Schemes Based on Subgraph Isomorphism

Some schemes base on subgraph isomorphism. For this, we assume that H has more

vertices than A and that we try to find a set of target vertices in H to map A to.

Several fast algorithms exist for approximating this problem.

5.5 Mapping Enforcement Techniques

In this section, we detail the various techniques that application programmers can use

in order to enforce the mapping computed by the dedicated algorithms described in

the previous section. We remind that this computation is the outcome of a three-step

process:

1. The virtual topology (communication pattern) of the target application is gath-

ered.

2. The physical topology of the target underlying architecture is gathered (or mod-

eled).

3. The matching between both topologies is computed thanks to the relevant algo-

rithm/heuristic, and then applied.

It is worth to note that the question of how both pieces of information regarding

the topologies are gathered (i.e., the first two aforementioned steps) is out of the

scope of this survey that focuses only on the last step. As explained previously,

mapping the virtual topology onto the physical one can be achieved by determining

the number of the assigned physical processing unit for each of the application’s

processing elements. As a consequence, enforcing such a mapping comes down to

applying a certain placement policy for the considered application. In the remainder

of this section, we give details about the various techniques that allow a programmer

to apply such a placement policy.
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5.5.1 Resource Binding

In order to apply the relevant placement policy, one first obvious technique is to bind

the processing elements to their dedicated hardware processing units. For instance,

in a GNU/Linux-based system, commands such as numactl or taskset fulfill

this goal. However, there is no portable solution available across a wide spectrum

of systems and architectures. The Hardware Locality tool (Hwloc) [6] partly solves

this problem by providing a generic, system-independent interface that exposes and

abstracts the underlying memory hierarchy and processors layout in order to manage

the placement of processing elements. Binding a processing element to its hardware

unit is, to some extent, a way of regaining control over the scheduling policy of the

operating system. As a matter of fact, when no binding is enforced, the operating

system scheduler can swap any processing entity to any processing unit, thus leading

to cache misses that may harm performance. Moreover, as the scheduling of pro-

cesses/threads is not deterministic, the impact on the performance may vary from

one run to an other: application performance is thus less predictable than in the case

of bound entities. For instance, in Table 5.1, we compare the same execution of a

CFD application (ZEUS-MP), when either processes are bound to cores or not. We

show the mean execution time, the standard deviation and the coefficient of varia-

tion – CV (the standard deviation normalized by the mean) for ten runs and different

numbers of iterations. As the means are not equal, only the CV is significant, we

include all data for completeness. We see that in all cases, the CV is lower for the

binding case than for the non-binding case, meaning that binding processes to cores

leads to decreased system noise and more stable execution times.

Table 5.1: Statistics for ten runs of ZEUS-MP/2 CFD application with 64 pro-

cesses (MHD blast case) comparing the binding case and the non binding case (Cour-

tesy of Jeannot and Mercier).

Number of No Binding Binding

Iterations Mean Std. Dev. Coef. of Var. Mean Std. Dev. Coef. of Var.

2000 2.8627 0.127 0.044 2.6807 0.062 0.023

3000 4.1691 0.112 0.027 4.0023 0.097 0.024

4000 5.4724 0.069 0.013 5.2588 0.052 0.010

5000 7.3187 0.289 0.039 6.8539 0.121 0.018

10000 13.9583 0.487 0.035 13.3502 0.194 0.015

15000 20.4699 0.240 0.012 19.8752 0.154 0.008

20000 27.0855 0.374 0.014 26.3821 0.133 0.005

25000 33.7065 0.597 0.018 32.8058 0.247 0.008

30000 40.6487 0.744 0.018 39.295 0.259 0.007

35000 46.7287 0.780 0.017 45.7408 0.299 0.007

40000 53.3307 0.687 0.013 52.2164 0.227 0.004

45000 59.9491 0.776 0.013 58.8243 0.632 0.011

50000 66.6387 1.095 0.016 65.3615 0.463 0.007
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Since it usually relies on commands that are outside of the programming paradigm

itself (e.g., the process manager in MPI implementations), binding can be performed

without any application modifications. However, this induces two issues: first, porta-

bility is not guaranteed, as commands may vary from one system to the other. Sec-

ond, changing this binding during the course of the application execution can be

difficult to achieve in a standard fashion.

5.5.2 Rank Reordering

Another technique to enforce the placement policy determined by the matching algo-

rithm is called rank reordering [7],[8]. Each processing entity of the parallel applica-

tion possesses its own identification number. This number can be used, for instance,

to exchange data or to synchronize the entities. The rank reordering technique al-

lows to modify these identification numbers, so as to better reflect the application’s

virtual topology. Rank reordering does often not rely on external commands/tools of

the system and may be part of the programming standard itself (e.g., in MPI). There-

fore, legacy applications have to be modified to take advantage of this technique, the

scope of theses changes varying from one paradigm to the other. However, relying

on a standard feature ensures portability, transparency and dynamicity since it can be

issued multiple times during an application execution.

However, reordering the ranks is not by itself a sufficient mean to improve appli-

cation performance. Indeed, side-effects of poor scheduling decisions (cache misses,

etc.) can still apply to applications using only rank reordering. That is why a joint

use of resource binding and rank reordering is the most sensible combination of

techniques to apply the placement policy. This can be achieved in a two-step pro-

cess: first, processing entities are bound to processing units when the application is

launched. For this step, there is no relevant placement policy to apply, since this bind-

ing is enforced just to avoid the scheduling side-effects. Then, in a second phase (and

during the application execution itself), the ranks of the processing entities are effec-

tively reordered according to the results yielded by the matching algorithm.

5.5.3 Other Techniques

Resource binding and rank reordering are the most prevalent schemes in high-

performance computing. However, other fields, such as Operating Systems and Dis-

tributed Systems may use different mechanisms. For instance, an operating system

may observe memory traffic in a NUMA node and move processes closer to their

respective memory banks in order to minimize cross-link traffic [9]. Another ex-

ample would be optimized network placement algorithms [10]. However, a detailed

explanation of such techniques, outside the realm of high-performance computing,

is beyond the scope of this survey.
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5.6 Survey of Solutions

In this section, we provide an overview of work related to the generic topology

mapping problem. As mentioned earlier, we have to omit many specialized solu-

tions (e.g., for certain graph classes) for space reasons. However, we aim at covering

all generic topology mapping schemes at a rather high level and refer to the original

publications for details.

We classify each work as either a purely algorithmic solution or as a software

implementation (which may include algorithmic work as well). Works that fall in

both categories default to the software solution section.

5.6.1 Algorithmic Solutions

The topology mapping problem is often modeled as a Graph Embedding Problem:

one formulation of the embedding problem is introduced by Hatazaki [11] while

Rosenberg [12] discusses the complexity and an algorithm for the embedding prob-

lem.

Bokhari [13] models the mapping problem as a graph isomorphism problem.

However, the strategy described ignores edges that are not mapped. It was shown

later that such edges can have a detrimental effect on the congestion and dilation

of the mapping. Lee and Aggarwal [14] improve those results and defines a more

accurate model which includes all edges of the communication graph and propose

a two-stage optimization function consisting of initial greedy assignment and later

pairwise swaps. Bollinger and Midkiff [15] use a similar model and simulated an-

nealing to optimize topology mappings.

Sudheer and Srinivasan [16] model the optimization problem for minimizing the

weighted average dilation metric (called hop-byte) as a quadratic assignment prob-

lem. However, the conclusion is that only very small instances can be solved by this

approach. A heuristic to minimize the average hop distance is proposed.

Many practical schemes that will be described in the next section use recursive

partitioning (or bisection as a special case) for topology mapping. However, Simon

and Teng [17] show that recursive bisection does not always lead to the best parti-

tions.

5.6.2 Existing Implementations

In this section, we describe existing software packages that can be used to approach

the topology mapping problem. We start with graph partitioning software that can be

employed in conjunction with the recursive partitioning schemes. Then, we discuss

specialized solutions and analyses for various network topologies, followed by a

description of generic mapping software. Finally, we discuss support for topology

mapping in current parallel programming frameworks.

5.6.2.1 Graph Partitioning Software We now list some graph partitioning soft-

ware packages. The typical use-case for those packages is the partitioning of large
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graphs for the parallelization of scientific computing problems. The heuristics used

in those packages may thus not always be suitable for partitioning small graphs.

Metis [18] and its parallel version ParMetis [19] are among the most used well

established graph partitioners. The Chaco [20] and Zoltan [21] graph partitioners

maintained by Sandia National Laboratories employs a variety of different partition-

ing schemes. SCOTCH [22] is a graph partitioning framework able to deal with tree-

structured input data (called tleaf) to perform the mapping. Scotch is based on dual

recursive bipartitioning. Other graph partitioners, such as Jostle [23], are available

but less commonly used in larger software packages.

5.6.2.2 Mapping for Specific Topologies The mapping problem is often studied

in the context of particular network topologies or technologies. We proceed to give a

quick overview of current network technologies: Torus networks are used in differ-

ent variations in IBM’s Blue Gene series (BG/L, BG/P [24] and BG/Q [25]), Cray’s

Gemini network [26], and Fujitsu’s K computer [27]. A second large class of topolo-

gies is the family of fat tree networks [28, 29, 30] which is often used in commodity

datacenters and high performance interconnects. Fat trees usually offer higher bisec-

tion bandwidth than torus networks. The Dragonfly topology [31] and variants are

used in IBM’s PERCS system [31, 32] and Cray’s Aries network [33] and promises

high bisection bandwidth at lower costs. Those three classes of topologies form the

base of most of today’s supercomputer networks. Thus, topology mapping schemes

should aim at supporting those topologies.

Some research works thus address only generic application topologies (used to

express the communication pattern) but consider only the network physical topology

for the hardware aspects. Balaji et al. [34], Smith and Bode [35], and Yu et al. [36]

provide mapping strategies and software for Blue Gene systems as target architec-

tures. Subramoni et al.[37] discuss how to map processes on InfiniBand networks.

Other works, by Rashti et al. [38], Träff [39], and Ito et al. [40] target specifically

multicore networks.

Von Alfthan et al. [41] target several classes of architectures such as the Cray

XT, the BlueGene/P and the generic multicore networks. They use a custom, non-

standard interface to build the graph representing the topologies, despite the presence

of this functionality in MPI. The network topology is gathered dynamically in the

case of Cray and IBM hardware, but is considered flat in case of the generic multicore

network.

TREEMATCH ([42],[43]) is an algorithm and a library for performing topology-

aware process placement. Its main target are networks of multicore NUMA nodes. It

provides a permutation of the processes to the processors/cores in order to minimize

the communication cost of the application. It assumes that the topology is a tree and

does not require valuation of the topology (e.g. communication speeds). Therefore,

TREEMATCH solution is based only on the structure of the application and the topol-

ogy and is therefore independent from the way communication speeds are assessed.

TREEMATCH also implements different placement algorithms that are switched ac-

cording to the input size in order to provide a fast execution time, allowing dynamic

load-balancing for instance.
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5.6.2.3 Mapping Frameworks/Libraries LibTopoMap [5] is a generic mapping

library that implements MPI-2.2’s topology interface [44] using various heuristics

such as recursive bisection, k-way partitioning, simple greedy strategies, and Cuthill

McKee [45] for graph mapping. It introduces the idea of graph mapping based on

similarity metrics (e.g., bandwidth of the adjacency matrices) and offers an exten-

sible framework to implement algorithms on InfiniBand, Ethernet, BlueGene, and

Cray networks.

MPIPP [46] is a framework dedicated to MPI applications. Its goal it to reduce

the communication costs between groups of processes. The original targets of this

work are the meta-cluster architectures, but it could be adapted also in a context of

multicore nodes if the node internal topology and organization information was to be

gathered, which is currently not the case.

The resource binding technique is applied for MPI applications in several works.

[47], as well as [48] use it to reduce communication costs in multicore nodes. Both

works rely on the SCOTCH [22] partitioning software to compute the mapping.

Also, Rodrigues et al. [47] use a purely quantitative approach while the approach

in Mercier and Clet-Ortega [48] is qualitative since it uses the structure of the mem-

ory hierarchy of a node.

Brandfass et al. [7] also strive to reduce the communication costs of CFD MPI

applications. It uses a so called rank reordering technique, but it is not the same

technique that we described in a previous section of this chapter. Indeed, Brandfass

et al. [7] reorganize the file containing the nodes’ name (a.k.a. the hosts file), thus

changing the way processes are dispatched on the nodes. By doing so, it manages to

regroup physically processes that communicate a lot with each other. However, the

processes are not bound to dedicated processing units and the application does not

actually rely on the reordering mechanism available in the MPI standard (as shown

in the next paragraph).

It is also possible to map several types of processing entities. This case occurs

when so-called hybrid programming paradigm are used (e.g., message passing and

multithreading). For instance, Dümmler et al. [49] explore the issue of hybrid, MPI

+ OpenMP application multithreaded process mapping.

In some cases, a thorough knowledge of the application is very helpful. For in-

stance, Aktulga et al. [50] discuss works on topology aware mapping of an eigenvalue

solver. They conducted an in-depth study of their application and have been able to

propose a communication model based on the dilatation, the traffic and the conges-

tion. They show that minimizing these factors by performing a relevant mapping

induces execution time gains up to a factor of 2.5.

5.6.2.4 Topology Mapping Support in the Message Passing Interface As seen

in the previous section, MPI applications are often the target of topology mapping

techniques and frameworks. Actually, both leading free MPI-2 implementations, that

is, MPICH2 [51] and Open MPI [52] provide options to bind the MPI processes at

launch time thanks to their respective process manager (resp. Hydra and ORTE).

The user can choose among some predefined placement policies (e.g., [53]). As for

vendor implementations, several offer mechanisms that allow the use to better control
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it execution environment by binding the MPI processes. Cray’s [54, 55], HP’s [56]

and IBM’s [57] MPI versions offer this possibility.

As a matter of fact, the MPI standard itself features several functions dealing

with virtual topology building and management. Both Cartesian and generic pro-

cess topologies can be created at the application level and several of the functions

even possess a reorder parameter. However, as Träff [39] explains, the actual

implementation of these routines are rather trivial and usually do nothing to reorder

the processes, except in the case of a few vendor implementations, such as the one

provided by NEC [39].

In revision 2.2 of the MPI standard, more scalable versions of the virtual topol-

ogy creation and management routines have been introduced. For instance, it is the

case of the MPI Dist graph create function [44]. Implementations actually

performing reordering of this routine are available: [8] relies on the Hwloc tool to

gather hardware information and bind processes, while TREEMATCH is in charge of

computing the reordering of MPI process ranks. LibTopoMap [5] also implements

this part of the MPI interface with various strategies.

There are also specific parts of the MPI standard that can take advantage of an

optimized process placement. I/O operations fall in this category, as the process

placement can be performed in order to optimize the pattern of accesses to files

between the processes. Venkatesan et al. [58] describe an implementation of such

feature, and is based on an algorithm called SetMatch, which is a simplified version

of the TREEMATCH algorithm.

5.6.2.5 Other Programming Models and Standards Other programming models

also address the issue of virtual topology mapping. For instance, CHARM++ [59, 60]

features optimizations for specific topologies [61]. CHARM++ also performs dy-

namic load-balancing of internal objects (chares). Such load balancing is done by

the CHARM++ runtime system and does not require to modify specific parts of the

application code. Moreover, the load balancer can be chosen and its parameters set

at the beginning of the execution. Thanks to CHARM++ modularity, user-defined

load-balancers can be easily added to the set of existing ones. There are several cri-

teria to perform load-balancing. Among the possible ones, a topology-aware load-

balancing, called NucoLB (non-uniform communication costs load balancer) has re-

cently been proposed [62]. The idea is to gather the topology information and to

dynamically monitor the volume of data exchanged by the chares. Then, the Nu-

coLB load-balancer migrate the chares according to the topology and their affinity in

order to reduce the communication cost of the application among and within com-

pute nodes. Results show improvement up to 20% in execution time.

It is also possible to perform topology-aware mapping in PGAS languages (e.g.,

UPC [63]). PGAS languages expose a simple two-levels scheme (local and remote)

for memory affinity that can be used to map the processes depending on the ex-

changed data and the underlying physical topology. Indeed, in some PGAS pro-

grams, it is possible to know the communication pattern based on the code and the

distribution of the data arrays. With this information, it is natural to apply a process

mapping algorithm to carefully map the processes onto the architecture.
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5.7 Conclusion and Open Problems

In order for modern parallel machines to deliver their peak performance to appli-

cations, it is necessary to bridge the increasing gap between programming models

and the underlying architecture. Among the various factors influencing the perfor-

mance, process placement plays a key role as it impacts the communication time of

the application. This problem has gained a huge momentum with the appearance of

NUMA architectures as the communication cost between two processes can vary of

several orders of magnitude depending on their location.

In this paper, we have surveyed different techniques, algorithms and tools to per-

form a topology-aware process placement. In all cases, the problem consist in match-

ing the virtual topology (that may represents communication pattern of the applica-

tion) to the physical topology of the architecture.

While there exist many solutions to address the topology mapping problem, we

can list a set of open problems that shall need to be solved in order to reach larger

scale machines.

A first important issue is the ability to handle very large problems. Some high-

performance computing applications feature hundred of thousands of processes.

Mapping these processes onto the architecture require a huge computing power.

It is therefore necessary to improve the scalability of the algorithms by reducing

their complexity and implementing their most costly parts in parallel.

Fault-tolerance is also an important issue as failures are becoming a “normal”

feature of current parallel computers. Computing mappings that are able to

cope with failures is therefore of high interest. A way to tackle this problem is

to couple the fault-tolerant part and the mapping part of the runtime system in

order to take joint decisions when necessary.

Reducing the communication part has a huge impact on the energy consumption

as between 25% and 50% of the energy spent is due to data movement. How-

ever, we are lacking studies about the real gain of topology-aware mapping and

energy savings. Moreover, it should also be possible to devise energy-centric

metrics for this specific problem.

Many applications have a communication pattern that varies during the exe-

cution (dynamic). Its should be interesting to study how the mapping can be

adapted, according to these changes. Several solutions could be tested from a

global remapping requiring migration of the processes and changes of the inter-

nal organization of the application (e.g., MPI communicators) to local remap-

ping within a NUMA node with the advantage of being able to distribute this

remapping and doing it transparently, application wise.

Extracting the communication pattern is a difficult task. It requires a thorough

knowledge of the target application or to monitor it in order to extract its pattern.

However, other techniques are possible such as source-code analysis through
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compilation techniques or software engineering techniques (skeleton, compo-

nent) that, by design, provides important information of the application behav-

ior.

Another important research issue is the link between the different aspects of

process affinity: within node (cache), between nodes (network) and between

node and storage. Each of these aspects may incur contradictory objectives in

terms of placement. Therefore, it requires to find compromises or to be able to

adapt, at runtime, the mapping according to the dominating factor.
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